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JUROJIN – STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF FATIGUE
TESTS
Our statistics program JUROJIN supports the planning and evaluation of durability tests.

1 Combined Wöhler model

Methodology and program structure are based on projects and practical application
cases with car and commercial vehicle industry. A number of vehicle manufacturers

2 Screenshot of the test

and suppliers are using JUROJIN to solve typical tasks quickly and efficiently.

planning in Jurojin Mobile

Before components enter production only few and expensive prototypes are available for reliability
demonstration. Especially for safety relevant components, this demonstration is crucial.
Reliabilty estimation is expensive
Several typical questions arise: How many prototypes need to be tested? At what test duration?
Either many short or few long tests? To evaluate the test results one has to deal with small sample
sizes and censored data (i. e. tests without failure).
JUROJIN answers these questions by improving well-tried methods like Maximum Likelihood,
depiction in probability papers and Success Runs. Bootstrap algorithms compensate errors
from small sizes and utilize all information from censored data. In 2017 we made the module
“Design of Test Schedules” available for the Android plattform. Next to the extensive desktop
suite there ist now a lean mobile solution answering the questions above.
Efficient Woehler Models
For cyclic loads with medium to high amplitudes, the relationship between load amplitude and
fatigue strength (S-N-curve) is often observed to be linear in a double-logarithmic diagram. For
lower amplitudes, a nearly horizontal curve is typical. In this range loads may theoretically be
applied “infinitely often” (more than one million repetitions). Traditionally, regression in load
direction is performed based on the information {component fails / component is durable} to
identify the endurance strength.
The fact that fatigue and endurance strength are evaluated separately leads to information loss.
Driven by industrial cooperation projects we developed a new stochastic model that allows
joint identification of high-cycle fatigue and infinite life or very-high-cycle fatigue behavior.
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